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Abstract. Para positronium composed by an electron-antielectron pair is an unstable

system decaying into two high energetic gamma photons via self annihilation process,

due to the conservation of the charge conjugation parity in electromagnetically

interacting systems. Therefore, the spectrum covering all fundamental properties of the

para-positronium system includes an imaginary part corresponding to the proper decay

time besides the real parts corresponding to the total annihilation energy and binding

energy, simultaneously. The para-positronium can be regarded as relativistic two body

system in which there exist a Coulomb interaction force between the oppositely charged

particles. Because of the annihilation condition, (l = 0), and total spin of the system,

(S = 0), the problem is solved in 1 + 1 dimensional spacetime background by using

fully covariant relativistic two body equation, without any approximation. Adopting

the obtained spectra to an electron-antielectron pair we find total annihilation energy,

binding energy and proper decay time of the para-positronium system. Since the

obtained spectra shows the fascinating properties of the system, our findings can shed

light to medical monitoring processes, positron annihilation spectroscopy in any system

and gamma-ray laser studies.

1. Introduction

One of the fundamental problems of the quantum electrodynamics is Positronium (Ps)

atom [1] which is bound state of an electron and an anti-electron. When the system is

in the ground state (n = 1), the Ps atom can be formed by spin symmetric, 13S1, or

spin antisymmetric, 11S0, quantum states. The both quantum state of the Ps atom

known as ortho-positronium (o-Ps, 13S1) and para-positronium (p-Ps, 11S0) decay

via self-annihilation process by emitting high energetic gamma photons, eventually.

Because of the conservation of the overall charge conjugation parity, (−(−1)l+s), in

electromagnetically interacting systems, the p-Ps system decays into two gamma photon

propagating into opposite direction since the charge conjugation parity of a photon is

odd (−1). Also, due to the binding energy (negative) between the oppositely charged

particles, the total energy transmitting by the two annihilation photon (annihilation

energy) must be lower than the total rest mass energy of the system (2mec
2).
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Due to the Coulomb interaction between the two oppositely charged

elementary particles, the both quantum state of Ps system are collapsed and annihilation

condition, which means the annihilation event occurs only when the wave functions of the

particles are overlapped [2, 3] at origin of the center of mass frame, is satisfied. However,

the observed lifetimes of the both state differ from each other because of the conservation

of the total angular momentum in their collapsing processes, spin-spin interaction force

between the particles, phase space and additional alpha supression factor [5, 6]. The

observed total lifetimes (τlab) of p-Ps and o-Ps systems are approximately 125×10−12 and

142×10−9 seconds [6, 7], respectively, without any external effect [3, 4], such as substrate

effect or screening energy causing from the electronic environment of the annihilation

position. Since the both system are formed by oppositely charged two fermion, the

external effects make their collapsing processes delay and their binding energies changes

and thus the effects increase their total annihilation times. It is useful to emphasize

that, after positron emitted by a radioactive source, it losses their kinetic energy in

some physical processes and binds the nearest an electron in the sample. Therefore, the

annihilation event can be investigated in event-by-event basis. It can be seen that the

average annihilation lifetime spectroscopy of the positrons in living biological systems

shows differences in picosecond order between normal and cancerous cells, because of the

physical and chemical processes are carrying out inside the medium of cells or tissues

[10, 11] and some morphological alterations in the free voids between the atoms of

the sample matter in nanometer scale. Therefore, by measuring the mean annihilation

lifetime and the total annihilation energy transmitting by the high energetic photons

originating from the both annihilation process or by measuring the Doppler broadenings

[12] of the resulting rays some physical informations about the affected cell membranes

and tissues in living biological systems or the interested materials can be dedected since

the annihilation photons hold information about the electronic environment around

the annihilation point and morphology of the interested sample, via positron emission

tomography (PET) and multi-purpose J-PET whole body scanners [8, 9, 13] based on

multi-photon registration. Therefore, the separation of the proper decay time values

of the quantum states of Ps from the observed mean life time values is necessary to

clarify the findings as well as the both total annihilation energy and binding energy

changing with respect to the electronic properties of the medium. Therefore, firstly

there must exist a spectrum including all fundamental properties of the p-Ps system as

we mentioned before.

Hence, the fundamental aim of this research is to perform an exact solution

including simultaneously the total annihilation energy, binding energy and proper decay

time of a p-Ps system, by excluding all external effects on the system. To achieve this,

for the quantum state of p-Ps (s = 0, l = 0), the fully covariant relativistic two-body

equation [15, 14] is written in the (1 + 1) dimensional background, and then relative

and center of mass variables are separated by excepting the center of mass is rest.

By taking m1 = m2, the obtained second order wave equation is solved for the p-Ps

system where the both particle hold together by a Coulomb interaction. Then, by
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modifying the obtained spectra to an electron-antielectron system, as we expected, the

exact total annihilation energy, binding energy and proper decay time of the p-Ps is

found, simultaneously. Furthermore, it can seen that our results can be adopted to any

medium.

2. Covariant two-body equation in (1+1) dimensions

In (1 + 1) dimensional space-times, the relativistic two-body equation can be written

for the p-Ps system as [14, 15];

[(σ(1)
µ ih̄(∂(1)µ +

ie1

h̄c
A(2)

µ )−m1cI)⊗ σ
(2)
0

+σ
(1)
0 ⊗ (σ(2)

µ ih̄(∂(2)µ +
ie2

h̄c
A(1)

µ )−m2cI)]Ψ(x1,x2) = 0,

∂µ =

(

∂t

c
, ∂x

)

, (µ = 0, 1.) , (1)

where, bi-spinor function is

Ψ (x1,x2) = ψ (x1)⊗ ψ (x2) ,

ψ (x1) =

(

κ (x1)

χ (x1)

)

, ψ (x2) =

(

κ (x2)

χ (x2)

)

. (2)

Besides the unit matrice (I), general position vectors x1 and x2, space-dependent Dirac

matrices σ(1,2)
µ (x1, x2), Kronocker productions are represented by ⊗ symbols in Eq. (1)

where e1, e2, m1, m2 are charges and masses of the first and second particles, respectively.

Since we interest in only relative motion between the particles, to separate the

center of mass and relative variables, the well known expressions are written in the

following way;

X1 =
m2

M

(

r+
M

m2
R
)

,

X2 =
m1

M

(

−r+
M

m1
R
)

, (3)

and their differential forms [14] are used.

3. Coupled differential equation system

For a Coulomb-type interaction, the components of electromagnetic vector potential,

Aµ, are written as;

A0 = V |x1 − x2| , A1 = 0,

and the space dependent matrices satisfying Dirac algebra can be chosen in terms of

constant pauli spin matrices [16] in the following way;

σ0 = σz, σ1 = iσx. (4)
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Thanks to separation of variables method, the components of the bi-spinor function

written in Eq. (2) can be separated as,

ξy (r, R,R0) := ζy (r)Φy (R) e
−iwR0,

Φy (R) := eik.R, (y = 1, 2, 3, 4.), (5)

where R0 and R represent the proper time and spatial coordinate of the center of mass,

respectively.

By using Eq. (5), Eq. (4) and Eq. (3) in Eq. (1) an equation set is written as;

λ (r) ζa (r)− Bζb (r) +

(

2∂r +
ηk

M

)

ζd (r) = 0,

λ (r) ζb (r)−Bζa (r)− kζc (r) = 0,

λ (r) ζc (r)−△Bζd (r) + kζb (r) = 0,

λ (r) ζd (r)−△Bζc (r)−
(

2∂r −
ηk

M

)

ζa (r) = 0, (6)

where we use the following abbreviations:

ζa (r) = ζ1 (r) + ζ4 (r) , ζb (r) = ζ1 (r)− ζ4 (r) ,

ζc (r) = ζ2 (r) + ζ3 (r) , ζd (r) = ζ2 (r)− ζ3 (r) ,

λ (r) =
(

w

c
− V (r)

)

, V (r) =
α

r
,△B =

ηc

h̄
,

B =
Mc

h̄
, η = m1 −m2, M = m1 +m2. (7)

4. The spectra of a para-positronium in S-state

Under the rest center of mass condition (k = 0) and by adopting the equation set in

Eq. (6) to an electron-positron pair, m1 = m2, a second order wave equation can be

obtained as;

∂2r ζa (r)−
(

∂rλ (r)

λ (r)

)

∂rζa (r) +

(

λ (r)2 − B2

4

)

ζa (r) = 0, (8)

and the following definition can be used to clarify solution functions of Eq. (8),

ζa (r) = e(−
r

2c

√
B2c2−w2)r

iα

2 ξ (r) . (9)

Then, by changing dimensionless independent variable, as z = −wr
cα
, the solution

functions of Eq. (8), are found in terms of Heun functions,

ξ (z) = A1HC (θ, ε, υ, ς, ̺, z) + A2HC (θ,−ε, υ, ς, ̺, z) z−ε, (10)

where θ, ε, υ, ς and ̺ are as follows;

θ =
α

w

√
B2c2 − w2, ε = −iα,

υ = − 2, ς = −α
2

2
, ̺ = 1 +

α2

2
. (11)
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With the help of following expression, which is the polynomial condition of the C-type

Heun functions,

ς +

(

n+ 1 +
(ε+ υ)

2

)

θ = 0, (12)

the frequency spectra can be obtained as in the following;

wn =
2mec

2

h̄

√

√

√

√

n4 + 3α2n2

4
− iα

3n
4

n4 + α2n2
. (13)

The spectra including an imaginary part depends on the principal quantum number, (n),

and well-known electromagnetic coupling constant (α). By using the power expansion

method,

wn ≈ 2mec
2

h̄

{

1− α2

8n2
− i

α3

8n3

}

, (14)

the annihilation energy can be found as;

Eann ≈
(

2mec
2 − 6, 803

)

eV, (15)

in which the −6.803 eV is binding energy of the system in ground state (−2mec
2α2

8
≈

−6, 803 eV , n=1) and 2mec
2 is the total rest mass energy of the system in vacuum.

Additionally, proper decay time of the system can be found, simultaneously, by

using the expressions in Eq. (5), which gives τn ≈ 1
|imwn| , as follows;

τn ≈ 4n3h̄

mec2α3
, α =

e2

4πǫ0h̄c
. (16)

For ground state, the proper decay time of system is found as; τ1 = 0.0132 × 10−12 s

in vacuum. This value is shorter than the observed lifetime values, even shorter than

that of vacuum, since the obtained value corresponds only the proper lifetime of the

system in ground state. However, the existence of any matter background, such as

tissue or tumor, changes the binding energy, lifetime [8, 9] and total annihilation energy

of the system due to the electronic properties and electron density of the sample matter.

The electronic properties of the matter background can be represented by an effective

dielectric constant, as ǫm, and this term contains important physical properties of the

environment of the annihilation position in the medium such as polarizability, cohesive

energy density, temperature, permittivity or susceptibility [17].

5. Conclusion

The developed model in this paper gives exact annihilation energy, binding energy and

proper decay time value, in S-state, of the p-Ps system, in vacuum. Since the obtained

spectra showing fundamental properties of the p-Ps system is first spectrum in the

literature, the yields can shed light to the related studies, such as positron annihilation

spectroscopy for any sample material (or medium), medical monitoring of the living

biological systems and gamma-ray laser studies based on the p-Ps annihilation process.
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The obtained proper decay time expression (Eq. (16)), for vacuum case, gives the exact

proper decay times for the system only in any S-state, therefore the obtained expressions

can be based on to clarify the related results in the literature in event-by-event basis by

taking into account well-known τlab correction [18]. In any materials, after the system is

formed, the external effects such as screening energy, substrate effect, an electromagnetic

field or thermal fluctuations can change the whole spectrum of the Ps system. Since

the screening energy or substrate effects in the medium impact on the electromagnetic

coupling between the electron and positron pair as α → αm, (αm < α), the proper

decay time (Eq. (16)), binding energy and total annihilation energy (Eq. (14)) of

the system are changed by the matter medium. These can be seen that the effects

decrease the binding energy because the binding energy of the system is proportional

to α2
m term, but they increase the obtained proper decay time values as proportionally

with the α−3
m term. Hence, by sensitively measuring to the total annihilation energy

transmitting by the two resulting photons via Doopler broadening spectroscopy [19]

and the positron annihilation life time spectroscopy for any sample matter, the crucial

physical properties, such as morphologic alteration and electronic environment of the

annihilation position, in the sample can be understand. In this way, the obtained yields

can contribute to studies about positron annihilation life time spectroscopy for any

materials or living biological complexes and medical monitoring of human tissues or cell

membranes via positron emission tomography or multi-purpose Jagiellonian positron

emission tomography devices. Thanks to the important developments in such areas, in

near future, information about the cells, tissues or tumors may be quitely detected via

sensitive dedectors used in the medical monitoring devices [13]. Finally, because of the

total annihilation energy and decay time of the p-Ps system depend explicitly on the

medium properties, our findings can be based on for gamma-ray laser studies [20], since

the formation time, annihilation time and total annihilation energy transmitting by the

two annihilation gamma photons propagating as forward photon and backward photon

in the time may be controlled by arranging the matter substrate sensitively.
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